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0 of 0 review helpful Fun With Faldo By James This book is published with Microsoft tags throughout the book Using 
a tag reader it is possible to retrieve video clips from the internet providing smooth action instruction on exactly what 
the text is attempting to describe However my experience with this feature is mixed Yes the videos are nice but I find 
myself watching a video and still wondering what the key point An instructional guide to the perfect swing from one 
of golf rsquo s most successful players and well known television commentators ldquo A Swing for Life represents the 
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ultimate collection of lessons swing thoughts observations and discoveries that I relied upon in a career dedicated to 
the game of golf rdquo mdash Sir Nick Faldo Nick Faldo is one of the world rsquo s most accomplished and well 
respected golfers His name is synonymous wit ldquo A wonderful piece of golf writing hellip essential for all golfers 
rdquo Golf World ldquo The six time Major winner and former world No 1 takes a swing at dream rounds wrong 
decisions and the lure of making a comeback 
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